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The story

The idea

Founded in 2005 by 2 telecom enthusiasts, BJT
Partners - now Ringover Group - was always about
developing user-friendly communication solutions
(Standardfacile, Monfax, Soconference, Simplicitel
and RépondeurDirect) for making professional
exchange easier. Although the beta service opened
in 2016, Ringover's true launch happened in 2018.

We set out on a simple premise: communication
tools were complicated, limited, and expensive. We
wanted to change the business phone system from
a necessary evil to a powerful communication and
productivity tool that could be used from
anywhere, anytime, and set up in few clicks.

The project
Cloud telephony (VoIP) has grown by leaps and bounds over the past few years, allowing us to oﬀer
companies a quality, reliable phone system that provides numerous collaborative features (shared
contacts, IVR, call transfer/invitation, double-listening, etc.)
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The founders

2002 was when the 2 telecom enthusiasts, Jean-Samuel Najnudel, President, and Renaud Charvet, CEO, took up the
challenge of simplifying the telecom universe and oﬀering value-added services through the cloud.
Jean-Samuel Najnudel - Co-founder and President
Self-taught and curious, Jean-Samuel has always been fascinated by telecom, IT and electronics. As a
Finance major at ESCP, he met Renaud, with whom he would later start working on simple and intuitive
communication solutions for professionals. His true passion? Jean-Samuel is a gastronomy fan!

Renaud Charvet - Co-founder and CEO
Renaud has always wanted to revolutionize the world of business. After studying Finance at ESCP, he
began his entrepreneurial pursuits, co-founding Ringover with Jean-Sam in Paris in 2005. It's now been 15
years since they started making telecom easier and providing value-added services through the cloud. His
hidden talent? Renaud is a France Grandes Ecoles Aviron champion rower!

Ludovic Rateau - CTO
Specializing in networks and infrastructure, Ludovic worked for many years as an R&D engineer for the
ministry of armed forces. In 2015, he asked Renaud and Jean-Samuel to work on a new generation of
business telephony adapted to new work trends (remote work, mobility, coworking, freelancing, etc.) The
Ringover project was born! A graduate of the ESIEA, he also practices the half marathon and Krav Maga.

